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Abstract—Considering the challenges of short product life cycles
and growing variant diversity, cost minimization and manufacturing
flexibility increasingly gain importance to maintain a competitive
edge in today’s global and dynamic markets. In this context, an
aerodynamic part feeding system for high-speed industrial assembly
applications has been developed at the Institute of Production
Systems and Logistics (IFA), Leibniz Universitaet Hannover. The
aerodynamic part feeding system outperforms conventional systems
with respect to its process safety, reliability, and operating speed. In
this paper, a multi-objective optimisation of the aerodynamic feeding
system regarding the orientation rate, the feeding velocity, and the
required nozzle pressure is presented.

Keywords—Aerodynamic feeding system, genetic algorithm,
multi-objective optimization.

T

I. INTRODUCTION

HE purpose of the research for optimal parameter values
in the aerodynamic feeding system is to maximise the
orientation rate of workpieces in the feeding line. However,
there are cases in which it can be necessary to consider
parameters themselves as objectives. For instance, it is
conceivable that in addition to achieving the highest possible
orientation rate, it is also desired to attain minimum nozzle
pressure, so as to reduce the costs of the compressed air
required. Consequently, what began as a case of monoobjective optimisation has become a multi-objective nature.
The aim of this paper is to show how the mathematical model
of workpiece orientation in an aerodynamic feeding system,
that was hitherto considered solely mono-objective, can be
expanded into a multi-objective model and subsequently
solved with the aid of a multi-objective genetic algorithm.
II. MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMISATION USING GENETIC
ALGORITHM
There are many problems in practice that are characterised
by competing objectives, in which sole concentration on one
objective alone leads to unacceptable results with other
objectives [1], [2]. In the field of engineering science, it is
common to place a focus on several objectives
simultaneously [1]. In multi-objective problems, no single
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optimal solution exists, but only a quantity of pareto-optimal
solutions, in which no objective can be improved without
causing degradation of the other objectives [3].
Genetic algorithms are a popular metaheuristic, suitable for
the solution of multi-objective problems [1]. Around 70% of
all approaches towards solving multi-objective problems with
the aid of metaheuristics are based on evolutionary
methodology [1]. For example, [4] used a genetic algorithm
for solving a bi-objective transportation problem. A genetic
algorithm for a multi-criteria flow shop scheduling problem
was proposed in [5]. In addition, in [6], i-objective
optimisation was executed by minimising total wire length and
failure in printed circuit board design. Moreover, [7] used a
multi-objective genetic algorithm to design telecommunication
networks.
In general, there are two ways of modifying algorithms with
regard to multi-objective optimisation. The first involves
transferring the individual objectives into a single objective
function. The other is to view all objectives except for one as
restrictions. Objectives are incorporated in the set of
restrictions by setting relatively arbitrary upper and lower
limits for each individual objective. [1] This might have an
effect on the solution space, such that certain parameter
combinations that would lead to a desired objective function
value are excluded from the optimisation process.
According to [1], the first way, in which individual
objectives are merged within a fitness function, is the classic
approach to solve multi-objective problems by using genetic
algorithms. Fonseca and Fleming also write that the procedure
of weighting individual objectives in an aggregated objective
function is a common method of solving multi-objective
formulations [2]. However, it is necessary to standardise and
weight the individual objectives [1]. The great advantage of
this method is the simplicity of its implementation [1]. The
main difference between genetic algorithms used for solving
multi-objective problems and conventional genetic algorithms
is the modified fitness function [1].
One difficulty encountered when modelling all objectives in
a single fitness function is to select the values of their
weightings [1]. It must be taken into account that even small
changes in weightings can lead to strongly fluctuating results
[1].
III. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF MULTI-OBJECTIVE
OPTIMISATION IN AN AERODYNAMIC FEEDING
SYSTEM
The process of workpiece orientation in the aerodynamic
feeding system is performed on an inclined plane with a
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grradient

and llateral inclinattion

(Fig. 1).

Fiig. 1 The aerodyynamic orientattion [8]

The workpiecces are fed onn to the plane at a constant initial
veelocity . On ssliding down tthe inclined pllane, they movve past
a nnozzle that em
mits air under constant presssure . The aangular
m
momentum induuced by the air jet causes inncorrectly posiitioned
woorkpieces to undergo a tturning motioon, while corrrectly
orriented workppieces remain in their origginal positionss. The
aeerodynamic orrientation proccess uses asym
mmetrical workkpiece
prroperties, suchh as the projected shape or locally difffering
floow resistancess. The actual aaim of aerodynamic orientaation is
to maximise thhe orientation rate. In practtice, however,, other
sccenarios are alsso conceivablee.
Taking into consideration the cost of compressed
c
aair, the
aim
m is to minim
mise nozzle prressure p as ffar as possiblee. The
m
maximisation oof nozzle presssure is thereffore not consiidered.
Fuurthermore, thhe focus is not on minimisattion of velocityy v. In
caase of the desiire to achieve a lower feediing rate, this can
c be
efffected by reduucing the quanntity of workppieces being feed into
the aerodynam
mic orientatioon process. What is rellevant,
hoowever, is the maximisatioon of the veelocity v. To avoid
acccumulation of
o the workpiieces on the inclined planne, the
veelocity v mustt be corresponndingly high aat a high workkpiece
feeding frequeency. All ccombinations involving either
maximisation orr minimisationn of either thee angle of graddient
m
orr angle of incllination are of no practicaal relevance aand are
therefore not considered. Accordinglly, the folllowing
opptimisation sceenarios are connceivable:
1. Maximisatiion of orienntation rate accompanieed by
minimisatioon of nozzle ppressure p.
2. Maximisatiion of orienntation rate accompanieed by
maximisation of velocityy v.
3. Maximisatiion of orienttation rate O accompanieed by
minimisatioon of nozzle pressure p annd maximisattion of
velocity v.
Before the ffitness functioon of the gennetic algorithhm for
iddentifying opttimum param
meter values is adjusted, it is
neecessary to sstandardise thhe remainingg objectives to be
coonsidered accoording to [1]. T
The value rangge of the orienntation
raate is drawn onn for this purrpose. The rate of orientatioon can
takke on values between 0% and 100%. Therefore, it varies
wiithin a value rrange of 0 to 1100. Accordinggly, the objecttives p
annd v are adjussted such that their minimuum/maximum values
coorrespond withh a value of 0 or 100 respecctively. The seettings
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of thhe nozzle presssure p vary w
within the rangge 0.22 bar to 0.28
bar.. Velocity v can
c be set bettween 63 m/m
min and 77 m//min.
Thee following vaalues can thereefore be assignned for the noozzle
presssure p:
0.28 baar ≙ 0

(1)

0.22 baar ≙ 100

(2)

T
The anti-propoortional correllation betweenn the pressuree and
the value range allocated to iit is explainedd by the fact that
unliike the orienttation rate, the pressure is to be minim
mised.
Theerefore, a highher standardiseed value for thhe nozzle presssure
corrresponds withh a lower acctual nozzle ppressure and vice
verssa. The follow
wing values cann be assigned for the velocitty v:
63 m/min
n≙0

(3)

77 m/min ≙ 100

(4)

F
From these correlations, itt is possible to establishh the
folloowing functioons for standaardised nozzlee pressure pN and
stanndardised veloocity vN:
,0000

∗

∗

,

(5)

450

(6)

T
The two termss from (5) annd (6) are incoorporated intoo the
origginal fitness function foor the maxiimisation of the
orieentation rate O determinedd by design of
o experimentt [9],
resuulting in the ffollowing maaximised multti-objective fittness
funcction Z, in acccordance with (7).
∗

∗

(7)

∗

gO, gp and gv reppresent the weeightings of thhe three objectives
O nozzle presssure p and velocity v. Moreoover,
orieentation rate O,
the following connditions apply to gO, gp and gv.
,

,



|0≤

∑ g

,

,

1

1

(8)
(9)

W
With the aid off the function according to (7)
( and takingg into
accoount restrictioons according to (8) and (99), it is possibble to
moddel all of tthe multi-objjective optim
misation scenaarios
pressented in this section.
s
IV. RESULTTS AND INTERPPRETATION OFF THE MULTIOBJECTIVE OPTTIMISATION OFF THE AERODY
YNAMIC FEEDIN
NG
SYSSTEM
T
To investigate the various vaalues of the obbjectives O, p and
v, thhe respective weightings
w
gO, gp and gv aree modified in steps
s
of 00.1. For exam
mple, considerration of the oorientation raate O
andd nozzle pressuure p could leaad to weightinngs of gO = 0.99 and
gp = 0.1 or gO = 0..8 and gp = 0.22.
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Orientation
rate/ %

A. Results of the Multi-Objective Optimisation with
Analytical Determination of the Orientation Rate
The results of the simultaneous optimisation of orientation
rate O and nozzle pressure p are presented in Fig. 2 in a value

range of gp = 0.1 to gp = 0.9. In accordance with (9), the value
for gO is found from gO = 1-gp. A total of 10,000 simulations
were performed for each weighting ratio.
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Weighting Pressure (gp)
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Fig. 2 Results of simultaneous optimisation of nozzle pressure p and orientation rate O

It is striking that the orientation rate does a jump from
O ≈ 100% to O ≈ 88% when the weighting is increased from
gp = 0.1 to gp = 0.2 and subsequently remains approximately
constant when gp is increased further. The pressure drops as
expected as the weighting increases from p ≈ 0.275 bar when
gp = 0.1 to p ≈ 0.224 bar when gp = 0.2 and ultimately to
p ≈ 0.22 bar when 0.3 ≤ gp ≤ 0.9. A similar progression can be
observed with the velocity v. It falls from v ≈ 75.7 m/min
when gp = 0.1 to v ≈ 64.4 m/min when gp = 0.2 and
subsequently v ≈ 63.8 m/min when 0.3 ≤ gp ≤ 0.9. The great
similarities in the progression of nozzle pressure p and
velocity v are due to the high level of interaction between
these two parameters, as identified by [10]. Busch et al. also
noted a high influence of nozzle pressure and velocity on the
orientation rate [10]. This fact explains the similar
progressions between nozzle pressure and velocity on the one
hand and orientation rate on the other. Moreover, the two
angles and alter significantly when gp = 0.1 changes to
gp = 0.2. The angle of gradient a drops from ≈ 20.7° when
gp = 0.1 to
≈ 19.5° when 0.2 ≤ gp ≤ 0.9. The angle of
inclination rises from ≈ 45.5° to ≈ 48.8°.
As with the drop in velocity v, the drop in is due to the
fact that workpieces must slide correspondingly slower over
the nozzle as the nozzle pressure falls to ensure that the
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duration of force is sufficient to produce the angles of rotation
required to effect a turn.
The increase in can be explained by the fact that as lateral
inclination increases, the proportion of the workpiece's weight
that counters rotation falls. Accordingly, the increase in
ensures – as does the reduction in and v – that incorrectly
oriented workpieces tend towards rotation rather than
remaining in their original orientation, even if the nozzle
pressure is too low. However, it should be noted that the
influence of the angles and is very slight compared to that
of p and v [10]. However, despite their low impact, the results
show that they should not be neglected in the optimisation
process, because they attune themselves in accordance with
the weighted objectives and are though important factors in
maximising the objective function. For example, an increase
in
and a reduction in
by 2° each, when gp = 0.5
(p ≈ 0.22 bar and v ≈ 63.8 m/min) would produce an
orientation rate of no more than 79% rather than 88%.
The results of the simultaneous optimisation of the
parameters orientation rate O and velocity v are shown in
Fig. 3 for the value range gv = 0.1 to gv = 0.9.
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Fig. 3 Results of simultaneous optimisation of velocity v and orientation rate O

The orientation rate O varies within the range 0.1 ≤ gv ≤ 0.8
when O ≈ 100%. When gv = 0.9, the orientation rate drops to
O ≈ 97.4%. Velocity v rises steadily as its weighting increases
from 76.5 m/min to 77.0 m/min, although with a weighting of
gv = 0.1, the velocity is already high. The strong correlation
between velocity and nozzle pressure is also apparent from
Fig. 3. Here, the high velocity leads to a constantly high
nozzle pressure of p ≈ 0.28 bar. The values of and vary
within a smaller interval in comparison with Fig. 2. Thus,
only varies within a range of 20.34° and 20.55° and within a
range of 44.1° and 45.18°. Taking into account the lower and
upper limits of a (18.4° - 22.2°) and b (39.8° - 49.6°), it is
moreover apparent that both parameters are very close to the
mean value of their respective ranges. This observation – that
neither
nor
follows any clear or significant trends in
relation to the weighting of the velocity gv – is due to both
parameters having only a small impact on the orientation rate
in a simultaneous consideration of orientation rate and
velocity. To observe the impact of and more closely in
this scenario, the lower and upper limits are placed in the
function determined by the design of experiment, to determine
their impact on the orientation rate. With a velocity weighting
of gv = 0.5 ( ≈ 44.7°, p ≈ 0.28 bar, v ≈ 76.9 m/min) setting
to 18.4° or 22.2° respectively produces a change in orientation
rate of max. 0.4%. The change in
to 39.8° or 49.6°
respectively when gv = 0.5 ( ≈ 20.4°, p ≈ 0.28 bar,
v ≈ 76.9 m/min) produces a maximum fluctuation in the
orientation rate of 0.06%. Similar results are produced with
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other weighting ratios between orientation rate and velocity.
These results confirm that the impacts of the angles in a
simultaneous consideration of orientation rate and velocity are
very small when the nozzle pressure and velocity are close to
their upper limits. In contrast, when simultaneously
considering the orientation rate and the nozzle pressure, the
effect of the angles and is larger when the nozzle pressure
and the velocity take on values that are close to their lower
limits. Accordingly, it can be established that the results of the
design of experiment, which show that the impact of nozzle
pressure and velocity is significantly larger compared to the
angle settings, are confirmed by the investigations on multiobjective optimisation. Furthermore, the investigations
performed in this paper show that optimisation must not
neglect consideration of the angles, because they have a
significant impact on the objectives when pressure and
velocity have low values. It can be concluded, following the
investigation of the first two scenarios, that a high level of
interaction exists between the nozzle pressure and the velocity.
High nozzle pressures favour high velocities and low nozzle
pressures favour low velocities.
The results of the third scenario, in which maximisation of
the orientation rate with simultaneous minimisation of nozzle
pressure and maximisation of velocity is investigated, are
presented in Fig. 4. The angles and will not be presented
in a three dimensional diagram in relation to the weightings gp
and gv, due to their small influence compared to nozzle
pressure and velocity.
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Fig. 4 Resuults of the simultaneous optimissation of orientaation rate O, vellocity v and nozzzle pressure p

As in the firsst scenario coonsidered, it can be observeed that
with increasing weighting of the
the orientation rate drops w
noozzle pressuree. The velociity weighting has no signnificant
influence on thhe orientation rate in this sscenario due to the
strrong interactioon between vvelocity and nnozzle pressuree. The
prrogression of nozzle pressuure with resppect to gp andd gv is
sim
milar to that of
o the orientattion rate. Thiss fact could aalso be
obbserved in thee first scenarioo. The velocitty weighting has
h no
siggnificant influuence in this ccase either. The
T area spannned by
veelocity in relattion to gp and gv shows that velocity approoaches
itss upper limitt very quicklly, irrespectivve of the prressure
weeighting. In contrast to the second scenario
s
exam
mined,
veelocity takes oon values closee to its lower llimit in this sccenario
whhen gv is loow. This efffect can be explained bby the
sim
multaneous weighting
w
of thhe nozzle preessure, which is not
coonsidered in thhe second sceenario. This results in ratheer low
noozzle pressures, which, as previously
p
notted, also lead tto low
veelocities.
To sum up, it can be nooted that the strong influennce of
prressure and veelocity on the orientation raate is confirm
med by
the third scenarrio examined, and that the sstrong interacttion of
these two parrameters is aagain apparennt. It is moreover
appparent that noozzle pressure has a bigger iimpact than veelocity
onn orientation rrate. This findding was produuced by perfoorming
the design of experiment [10] and was confirmed bby the
investigations ppresented heree. In addition, it is apparennt that
whhen simultaneeously consideering velocity and nozzle prressure
wiith a respecctive weightinng of 0.3 ≤ gp, gv < 0.5 and
a
a
weeighting in aaccordance w
with (9) of less than 0.44, the
orrientation ratte achieves no values above 70%. This
obbservation cann be explainedd by the findinngs made in thhe first
tw
wo scenarios. T
There, it was shown that hiigh nozzle preessures
favour high velocities and tthat low nozzzle pressures favour
low velocitiess. Simultaneoous optimisaation with higher
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resppective weighhtings of booth parameterrs excludes such
com
mbinations wiith a simultaaneously highh orientation rate,
how
wever. This is why the orienntation rate is aalways under 70%
in tthe range of the given weighting ratioos. Only withh the
orieentation rate w
weighting gO ≥ 0.6 the orieentation rate does
makke a sudden juump to 100%,, as a result off the simultanneous
incrrease in nozzlee pressure andd velocity.
B
B. Results of Multi-Objectiv
M
ve Optimisatioon with Simullated
Dettermination off the Orientatioon Rate
Inn Section IV A, the valuees for the orieentation rate w
were
deteermined by m
means of the ffitness functioon obtained inn the
desiign of experim
ment. In this ssection, the orrientation rate will
be iidentified by means
m
of the eexisting simulaation environm
ment,
andd the results discussed
d
brieefly comparedd to those off the
Section IV A. Sole concentratiion on the resuults obtained from
ment would m
mean
the fitness functiion in the dessign of experim
thatt they are stronngly affected by the interacctions betweenn the
indiividual parameeters that are determined inn the course oof the
desiign of experim
ment and can bbe found in thhe resulting fittness
funcction. Against this backgroound, all the experiments will
now
w be presenteed once againn, this time onn the basis of
o an
orieentation rate ddetermined by simulation. Due
D to the duraation
of tthe simulationns, only ten eexperiments peer weighting ratio
are performed. Thhe results for scenario
s
1 are show in Fig. 5.
A
As with the annalytical determ
mination of thhe orientation rate,
heree too, the anggle of gradiennt settles att a mean valuue of
19.55°. However, in this case, there is no suudden drop inn the
trannsition from a gp of 0.1 to 0.2. As gp inccreases, so dooes
incrrease, and thee nozzle presssure p drops. The very sim
milar
proggression of nnozzle pressurre and velocitty is howeveer no
longger visible inn Fig. 5. Hoowever, as inn Fig. 2, veloocity
assuumes comparaatively low vvalues. The drrop in orientaation
ratee as gp increases is also visibble. What is sstriking is the very
stroong drop in thee orientation rrate to values cclose to 50% from
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increases. The angle of gradient shows no significant trend,
as in Fig. 3. The angle of inclination increases slightly as gv
increases and varies within a very small interval, as with the
analytically determined orientation rate. It is striking that the
orientation rate drops very strongly as the velocity weighting
gv increases. Therefore, it can be noted that low orientation
rate weightings gO have a bigger effect in the simulation than
in the analytically determined orientation rate.
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Fig. 5 Results of simulated optimisation of nozzle pressure p and orientation rate O with simulated determination of orientation rate O
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a pressure weighting of gp ≥ 0.4, in conjunction with a
reduction in nozzle pressure. Accordingly, it is apparent that in
the simulation, there is a strong correlation between nozzle
pressure and orientation rate.
The results obtained by simulation for scenario 2 are
presented in Fig. 6. It can be seen that the nozzle pressure is
constantly very close to its upper limit, as in Fig. 3. Again, the
velocity approaches its maximum value of 77 m/min as gv

0,25
0,20
0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9
gv

77,0
72,0
67,0
62,0
0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,8 0,9
gv

Fig. 6 Results of simulated optimisation of velocity v and orientation rate O with simulated determination of orientation rate O
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Fiig. 7 Results of simulated optim
misation of orienntation rate (O)), velocity (v) annd nozzle pressuure (p) with sim
mulated determinnation of orientation
rate (O)

The results of the simuultaneous observation of nnozzle
Fig. 7.
prressure, velociity and orientaation rate are presented in F
Ass in Fig. 4, thee orientation rate
r O falls witth increasing nnozzle
prressure weighhting and thhe velocity weighting haas no
siggnificant influuence on the nnozzle pressuree or orientatioon rate.
Thhe very similaar progressionn between the spanned area of the
orrientation ratee and nozzlle pressure in
i relation tto the
weeightings gp and gv can again be dettermined in Fig. 7.
Veelocity again quickly appproaches its uupper limit as
a the
weeighting gv inncreases and takes on rellatively low values
whhen gp is low
w. The biggesst difference tto Fig. 4 is thhat the
noozzle pressure and accordinngly the orientation rate havve very
low values whhen gp = 0.1. In
I Fig. 4, nozzzle pressure has a
weighting of gp = 0.1. In Figg. 7, in
vaalue of p ≈ 0.228 bar with a w
coontrast, it is close to itss lower limitt. Not even when
increasing the w
weighting gv, there is an inccrease in the values
foor p. This, togeether with thee observation tthat no similaarity in
the progressionn of nozzle pressure andd velocity can be
deetermined in Fig. 5, leadss to the concclusion that iin the
sim
mulation the interaction between veelocity and nnozzle
prressure is not as
a strong as it is in the orienntation rate fuunction
deetermined by tthe design of eexperiment.
All in all, maany similaritiees but also many
m
differences can
bee noted when comparing thhe analytical orientation
o
rate with
the one determined analyticallly with respecct to multi-objjective
opptimisation. The
T differences may be duee to the very small
raandom samplee used in deteermining the orientation raate by
mulation. Furtthermore, som
me of the assum
mptions made in the
sim
sim
mulation moddel may havve produced differences in
i the
results. It shoulld also be takken into accouunt that the fuunction
t orientationn rate as deterrmined in the ddesign
foor calculating the
off experiment is approxim
mated in rellation to thee four
paarameters of thhe feeding system on the basis of a few seelected
paarameter com
mbinations [100] and is theerefore afflictted by
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inacccuracies. N
Nevertheless, there are no signifi
ficant
contradictions beetween the two
t
methods of investigaating
mullti-objective optimisation of the aeroodynamic feeeding
systtem describedd. Therefore, itt can be assum
med that trendds in
the impacts of iindividual paarameters, inteeractions betw
ween
paraameters and effects of different weeightings of the
paraameters underr considerationn as presentedd will be displayed
in siimilar form inn reality.
V CONCLUSION
V.
N AND OUTLOO
OK
T
This paper foccuses on the multi-objectivve optimisatioon of
worrkpiece orientaation in an aerrodynamic feeeding system uusing
a geenetic algorithhm. Besides m
maximisation of the orientaation
ratee, minimisatioon of the nozzzle pressure nnecessary requuired
for orientation to decrease ccosts is consiidered along with
maxximisation of tthe feeding veelocity. The innvestigations w
were
perfformed for tw
wo and for three simultaaneously obseerved
objeectives. The results show a strong poositive correlaation
betw
ween nozzle pressure andd feeding veelocity. If noozzle
presssure is minnimised whille velocity iis simultaneoously
incrreased, the orieentation rate w
worsens considderably.
Inn further reseearch activitiees, the multi--objective gennetic
algoorithm will bee implementedd in the controol unit of the reallife system.
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